Negotiating ‘‘Historical
Truth’’: Art, Authority,
and Iurii Shaporin’s
The Decembrists
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O

ne Saturday in 1925 following an afternoon
among creative friends, Soviet composer Iurii Shaporin began work on
his first opera, Polina Gebl’, at the urging of historian Pavel Shchegolev
and writer Aleksei Tolstoi. In Shaporin’s recollection, it was Shchegolev,
a specialist in the Decembrist movement, who suggested the collaboration: an opera about the Decembrists, in tribute to their 100th anniversary. Shchegolev proposed as central characters Ivan Annenkov and his
wife, the French emigrée shop girl Polina, who later followed him into
Siberian exile. He and Tolstoi produced a libretto, and Shaporin composed music for two scenes, presented in a concert performance at the
former Mariinskii Theater on 28 December.1 Little did Shaporin realize
that this casually conceived project would become the most frustrating
and famous work of his career.
A version of this article was presented at the conference ‘‘Music
and Power: Historical Problems and Perspectives in Russia, Eastern
Europe, and Eurasia,’’ at Miami University of Ohio, 28 February–3
March 2013. I am grateful to Tara Zahra, Rebecca Mitchell, Gregory Weinstein, Kevin Bartig, Rachel Applebaum, and the Journal’s anonymous readers for their helpful commentary. I also wish
to thank the Fulbright-Hays DDRA Program and the University of
Chicago’s Social Sciences Division for funding my research, and
the archivists at the Russian State Archive of Literature and Arts
(RGALI) for their valuable assistance.
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The opera took twenty-eight years to produce. When the completed
work finally premiered on 23 June 1953 at the Bolshoi Theater, it had little
in common with Shaporin’s original conception. Now titled The Decembrists, it had been transformed by endless revisions from a lyrical love story
set against notable events into a grand historical epic, and freighted with
political messages about Russian society under autocracy, the Decembrists
themselves, and the meaning of their revolution. Various factors delayed
production, including Shaporin’s inertia and conflicts with Tolstoi over
the libretto. More significantly, because the opera was so long in the
making, effectively growing up alongside Soviet power, Shaporin was compelled to repeatedly modify it in response to shifts in cultural policy.
When work on The Decembrists began, Soviet operas were sparse and
relatively uncontrolled. As Shaporin dawdled into the 1930s, however,
major events like the creation of artistic unions by Central Committee
decree in 1932 and the institution of Socialist Realism as the official
Soviet aesthetic in 1934 came into play.2 In December 1935, the Politburo established the Committee on Arts Affairs (CAA) as its primary
censorship agency; the next month Stalin made two very public visits
to the theater, congratulating Ivan Dzerzhinskii on his opera The Quiet
Don, then walking out on Dmitrii Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk,
condemned in Pravda shortly thereafter.3 These events marked the
beginning of what Marina Frolova-Walker calls ‘‘the Soviet opera project,’’ during which the state commissioned a substantial number of
operas, yet monitored their production so obsessively that few managed
to premiere. As Philip Bullock notes, one of this project’s major goals was
centralization, putting particular pressure to produce new Soviet operas
on the Bolshoi, which contracted with Shaporin in 1931.4 As the Purges
2
Marina Frolova-Walker, ‘‘The Soviet Opera Project: Ivan Dzerzhinsky vs. Ivan Susanin,’’ Cambridge Opera Journal 18 (2006): 181–216; and Philip Ross Bullock, ‘‘Staging Stalinism: The Search for Soviet Opera in the 1930s,’’ Cambridge Opera Journal 18 (2006): 83–108.
Kiril Tomoff, Creative Union: The Professional Organization of Soviet Composers, 1939–1953
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2006); and ‘‘Postanovlenie Politbiuro TsK VKP(b) ‘O
perestroika literaturno-khudozhestvennykh organizatsii’ 23 aprelia 1932g,’’ in Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia: Dokumenty TsK RKP(b)-VKP(b), VChK-OGPU-NKVD o kul’turnoi
politike, 1917–1953 gg., ed. Andrei Artizov and Oleg Naumov (Moscow: Demokratiia,
1999), 172–73. For foundational definitions of Socialist Realism, see Andrei Zhdanov’s and
Maxim Gorky’s speeches in Pervyi vsesoiuznyi s’’ezd sovetskikh pisatelei, 1934: Stenograficheskii
otchet, ed. I. K. Luppol (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1990), 2–19.
3
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delam iskusstv’ 16 dekabria 1935g.,’’ in Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia: Dokumenty
TsK RKP(b)-VKP(b), VChK-OGPU-NKVD o kul’turnoi politike, 1917–1953 gg., ed. Andrei Artizov
and Oleg Naumov (Moscow: Demokratiia, 1999), 281; ‘‘Beseda tovarishchei Stalina i Molotova s avtorami opernogo spektaklia Tikhii Don,’’ Pravda, 20 January 1936, 1; and ‘‘Sumbur
vmesto muzyki,’’ Pravda, 28 January 1936, 3. Shostakovich’s ballet The Limpid Stream was
condemned nine days later: ‘‘Baletnaia fal’sh’,’’ Pravda, 6 February 1936, 3.
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Bullock, ‘‘Staging Stalinism’’; and RGALI, f. 2642 (Shaporin), op. 1, d. 543, l. 15.
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made recent events perilous territory and the state turned increasingly to
Russian history as a source of unity, the desirability of Shaporin’s theme
deepened. Amidst this hothouse atmosphere, the Bolshoi solidified its
commitment to The Decembrists.
Word War II disrupted the Soviet opera project and Shaporin’s
career.5 By the time he returned to his opera, another substantial policy
shift had materialized: the zhdanovshchina, the Soviet state’s assault on
the creative intelligentsia, named for Secretary of Ideology Andrei Zhdanov. After lax artistic control during the war, the late-Stalinist government aggressively reasserted its authority in 1946 through a series of
highly publicized resolutions condemning missteps in literature, theater,
and film, and by levying harsh penalties against those held responsible.6
With these decrees, the Central Committee put creative workers, arts
institutions, and censors on notice that a new standard was required;
serious consequences awaited those who created or sanctioned works
found in transgression. This new imposition of authority was particularly
troubling for opera composers: the resolution of February 1948, ‘‘On the
Opera The Great Friendship,’’ singled out opera as the genre in which
Soviet music had failed most spectacularly.7 This new policy also strongly
affected the Bolshoi, which saw its first two postwar productions, Vano
Muradeli’s The Great Friendship (1947) and Evgenii Zhukovskii’s With All
My Heart (1951), officially denounced, the latter in an ominously
unsigned Pravda editorial.8 Noting the steep drop-off in commissions,
Frolova-Walker marks the zhdanovshchina as signaling the end of the
Soviet opera project, with The Decembrists a mere ‘‘left-over.’’9 But for the
Bolshoi this work represented, at least potentially, the project’s culmination. Indeed the theater was desperate to perfect every detail of its third
attempt at a new Soviet opera.
Amidst the tensions of the zhdanovshchina, Shaporin’s subject proved
problematic. Works on contemporary themes struggled to fulfill the
5
Shaporin set The Decembrists aside during the war. In 1945 he began major revisions
and new work on the first completed score, submitted to the Bolshoi in March 1950. Levit,
Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 254–302; Grosheva, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 28–49; and
RGALI, f. 648 (GABT), op. 5, d. 822, l. 7.
6
‘‘Postanovlenie Orgbiuro TsK VKP(b) ‘O zhurnalakh Zvezda i Leningrad,’ 14 avgusta
1946g.’’; ‘‘Postanovlenie Orgbiuro TsK VKP(b) ‘O repertuare dramaticheskikh teatrov i
merakh po ego uluchsheniiu,’ 26 avgusta 1946g.’’; and ‘‘Postanovlenie Orgbiuro TsK
VKP(b) ‘O kinofil’me Bol’shaia zhizn’’ 4 sentiabria 1946g.,’’ all in Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia
intelligentsiia: Dokumenty TsK RKP(b)-VKP(b), VChK-OGPU-NKVD o kul’turnoi politike, 1917–
1953 gg., ed. Andrei Artizov and Oleg Naumov (Moscow: Demokratiia, 1999), 587–91, 591–
96, 598–602.
7
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8
‘‘Neudachnaia opera,’’ Pravda, 19 April 1951, 2–3.
9
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dictates of Socialist Realism by portraying Soviet life not as it was, but as
the Party believed it to be, while preserving a dose of realism. As Dobrenko explains: ‘‘Socialist Realism’s basic function was . . . to produce reality
by aestheticizing it,’’ to depict, for example, a planned highway as though
it was already built and teach audiences to see it as real, to create a ‘‘‘fictitious world’ . . . in which people live and even drive on nonexistent
highways.’’10 Yet Socialist Realism was also a lens for viewing the past,
requiring historical figures be represented in a particular, idealized light.
Indeed a further goal of the Soviet opera project was to impose ‘‘unity of
source text and adaption,’’ to ensure citizens imbibed the same message
from a textbook or performance.11 Never was this more important than
for the Decembrist Revolution, the ‘‘first Russian revolution,’’ in Soviet
parlance, a touchstone of Bolshevik ideology and self-image, a pivotal
moment of defiance from which Lenin drew inspiration. Soviet authorities were deeply concerned with its portrayal in operatic works; they thus
focused extraordinary scrutiny on Shaporin’s work from its earliest days.
If there was to be an opera about the Decembrists, it would have to match
Soviet ideological standards to the letter.
In choosing this historical subject, then, Shaporin jumped from the
frying pan into the fire. As Meri Herrala demonstrates, Soviet officials
never clearly defined musical Socialist Realism, preferring to signal preference by condemning negative examples, as they did in the opera scandals of the 1930s and 1940s.12 Determined to avoid another scandal and
cognizant of the ideological stakes, the Bolshoi mobilized an unprecedented variety of consultants to make Shaporin’s opera everything it
needed to be. During the production process, The Decembrists became
a site of intense negotiation between artists and authorities. At issue were
questions of official memory, in particular portraying Russia’s revolutionary past with historical accuracy, artistic brilliance, and ideological purity.
The negotiations centered on four key issues: the opera’s protagonists,
who needed to be exemplary heroes; the Decembrists’ relationship to
the masses, whom they sought to liberate, yet whose revolutionary potential they fatally overlooked; the inclusion of Pavel Pestel’, a leader of
paramount importance, but active in the South rather than the North;
and the portrayal of Senate Square, the Decembrists’ ultimate moment
of triumph and failure. In seeking to meet the state’s heightened demands and avoid further censure, all involved in The Decembrists’
10
Evgeny Dobrenko, Political Economy of Socialist Realism (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2007), 4, 30. Dobrenko takes the example of the nonexistent highway from Soviet
philosopher Merab Mamardashvili.
11
Bullock, ‘‘Staging Stalinism,’’ 97.
12
Meri Herrala, The Struggle for Control of Soviet Music from 1932 to 1948: Socialist Realism
vs. Western Formalism (Lewiston: Mellen, 2012).
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production concentrated on its historicity, assuming accuracy was the key
to success.
And it did succeed. Indeed it is this very success that makes The
Decembrists an essential case study. Recent scholars of Soviet opera politics have focused on its breakdowns. Laurel Fay and Simon Morrison
detail composers’ individual tribulations, while A. V. Blium and Nathan
Seinen adopt a broader state-versus-artist perspective. 13 FrolovaWalker, Bullock, and Leonid Maksimenkov consider Stalinist opera
scandals in light of broader cultural politics, while Kiril Tomoff and
Herrala mark them as sites of struggle for professional control.14 Shaporin was no compositional master, nor was his opera a masterpiece;
rather, the work exhibits a pleasant blandness characteristic of Socialist
Realist music. Still, as a rare example of a successful late-Stalinist opera,
its journey exposes what the study of its failed contemporaries cannot:
that what authorities demanded was not historical fact, but vivid conveyance of ideological meaning, in service of which flexibility was allowed. Although Soviet authorities upheld factual, ‘‘historical truth’’ as
their operatic ideal, emotional, ‘‘artistic truth’’ was ultimately far more
important to them.15
281
Beginnings
In Soviet ideology, the Decembrists played a critical role in Russian history as originators of a revolutionary impetus, reincarnated with each
more radical generation, culminating in the Bolshevik Revolution. As
Lenin explained: ‘‘The Decembrists awakened Herzen. Herzen began
the work of revolutionary agitation. This work was taken up, broadened,
13
Laurel Fay, Shostakovich: A Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); and Simon
Morrison, The People’s Artist: Prokofiev’s Soviet Years (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).
Prokofiev’s War and Peace was not subjected to scandal, but his negotiations with Soviet
authorities extended through the last twelve years of his life, and the opera’s second half
remained unperformed until after his death. A. V. Blium, Sovetskaia tsenzura v epokhu total’nogo terrora, 1929–1953 (St. Petersburg: Akademicheskii proekt, 2000); and Nathan
Seinen, ‘‘Kutuzov’s Victory, Prokofiev’s Defeat: The Revisions of ‘War and Peace,’’’ Music
and Letters 90 (2009): 399–431.
14
Frolova-Walker, ‘‘The Soviet Opera Project’’; Bullock, ‘‘Staging Stalinism’’; Leonid Maksimenkov, Sumbur vmesto muzyki: Stalinskaia kul’turnaia revoliutsiia, 1936–1938
(Moscow: Iuridicheskaia kniga, 1997); Tomoff, Creative Union; and Herrala, The Struggle
for Control.
15
In using the terms ‘‘historical truth’’ and ‘‘artistic truth,’’ I do not intend to suggest
that such absolutes exist; rather, I follow the usage of my sources. While today we have
moved beyond such rigid concepts, for late-Stalinist citizens they were commonplace.
Because this aspect of participants’ mental framework is essential to understanding the
negotiations over The Decembrists, I have let the terms stand. See: Dobrenko, Political Economy
of Socialist Realism.
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strengthened by the revolutionary raznochintsy . . . But this was not yet the
storm. The storm is the movement of the masses.’’16 Even though the
Decembrist Revolution—a strictly elite affair, the Decembrists being too
blinded by class prejudice to include commoners—failed, in the Soviet
interpretation their anti-autocratic ideals inspired the masses, who bore
witness to the events on Senate Square, thus leading to the popular
revolution of 1917. It was therefore crucial that Shaporin’s opera accord
perfectly with the revolutionaries’ status as Soviet heroes.
In its initial version, Polina Gebl’, with its foregrounded romance and
scant attention to Decembrism, fell short of this standard.17 Tolstoi’s
libretto opens in Paris, where the Russian army, after conquering Napoleon, rests and imbibes egalitarian values. Annenkov meets Polina,
daughter of a revolutionary, and, smitten by her beauty and political
credentials, proposes marriage. Polina refuses, but reveals she has taken
a job in Moscow. Shaporin cut this scene without diminishing the opera’s
romantic focus. He began instead at Annenkov’s mother’s estate. Her
cruel treatment of her serfs and their choral lamentations encapsulate
early nineteenth-century autocratic society, while Annenkov’s tirades
against serfdom and his mother’s rejection of his beloved Polina underscore the young elites’ new ideals. Recalled to his regiment, Annenkov
stops at a fair, a colorful scene in which four overlapping choruses—
peasant girls, ‘‘gypsies,’’ and two groups of peasant men—sing invented
folksongs allegorizing the narod’s desire for freedom.18 Annenkov plays
cards, displaying idealism again when his opponent places serfs as a bet.
Annenkov vows to win and grant them, and by extension Russia, freedom. Annenkov’s politics are further revealed in conversation with Iakubovich, fellow member of the conspiratorial Northern Society, with
16
V. I. Lenin, ‘‘Pamiati Gerzena,’’ Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, vol.21 (Moscow: Gospolitizdat, 1961), 261. This 1912 essay extols Aleksandr Herzen, a leader of the radical Westernizers in the 1840s and an early agrarian socialist. The raznochintsy, educated non-nobles
who fit poorly in Russia’s estate system, took up Herzen’s banner in the 1860s and pushed
toward radical populism, socialism, and anarchism. They inspired Lenin’s generation of
revolutionaries, who worked to foment proletarian revolution. Philip Pomper, The Russian
Revolutionary Intelligentsia, second ed. (Wheeling: Davidson, 1993). On Soviet interpretation
of the Decembrist Revolution, see Ludmilla Trigos, The Decembrist Myth in Russian Culture
(NY: Palgrave, 2009), esp. 53–139.
17
Summarized from Aleksei Tolstoi and Pavel Shchegolev, ‘‘Polina Gebl’ (Dekabristy): Dramaticheskaia poema,’’ Novaia Rossiia, 1 January 1926, 35–57 (the original
libretto); and RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, dd. 1–2 (Shaporin’s first draft score). There is
apparently no extant manuscript of Act 3 from this period, though Act 4 roughly corresponds to Act 3 in later versions.
18
In using the term ‘‘gypsy,’’ I follow Shaporin’s designation. The Decembrists’ ‘‘gypsies’’ are stylized characters representing the popular Russian folklore type and bear little
resemblance to Roma culture. Narod has no exact English translation. Its closest equivalent
is ‘‘the people,’’ which fails to capture its essence. In deference to its uniqueness, I leave it
in Russian throughout.
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whom he discusses revolution.19 Finally, Annenkov is reunited with Polina, and they pledge their love.
The next scene opens in Moscow, at Annenkov and Polina’s home.
Annenkov’s political brooding is interrupted by Kakhovskii and Bestuzhev, Northern Society co-conspirators, who announce that Tsar Aleksandr has died, Konstantin has refused the throne, and Nikolai is poised
to become tsar. The time for revolution has come. Bestuzhev fires their
souls with an aria, ‘‘Comrade, Believe!,’’ set to Pushkin’s poem ‘‘To
Chaadaev,’’ and they swear the Decembrists’ oath: ‘‘Death or freedom!’’20 Kakhovskii and Bestuzhev hurry to Petersburg and Annenkov
follows, with Polina’s blessing. Here, Shaporin’s manuscript devolves
into sketches, but Tolstoi portrays further conspiracy at Kondratii Ryleev’s home, where the conspirators resolve to establish a republic.
Though faint-hearted Rostovtsev declares his intention to confess, the
others stand firm. The opera reaches its apotheosis on Senate Square,
where the Decembrists’ brave refusal to swear loyalty to Nikolai turns to
tragedy when Trubetskoi, their elected leader, fails to appear and the
revolution is thrown into confusion. Nikolai sends the Metropolitan,
then Governor-General Miloradovich to negotiate. The latter provokes
an argument and is shot. This is the last straw: Nikolai orders his artillery
to fire, and the revolution is defeated. Afterward, Nikolai interrogates
Annenkov in the palace.
While Shaporin’s first draft does not include Senate Square or Annenkov’s Interrogation, his fragments include sketches for a new scene,
the future Masquerade-Ball, where Polina asks Nikolai’s permission to
follow Annenkov into exile.21 Receiving it, she races triumphantly to the
fortress, where the revolutionaries are imprisoned. Revising Tolstoi’s
libretto, Shaporin depicts a kindly guard, Sergeich, who admits her. Reunited, Polina and Annenkov sing a joyful duet, before Sergeich recounts the Decembrist leaders’ execution in a mournful ballad.
Finally, the exiles set out for Siberia, accompanied by a sympathetic
peasant chorus and reprising ‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’22
19

The Northern Society was one branch of a secret society dedicated to political
reform founded by young, aristocratic officers after returning from the Napoleonic Wars.
The more moderate Northern Society was based in St. Petersburg, while the more radical
Southern Society was based in Kiev. The society’s members became known as ‘‘Decembrists’’ after their failed revolution on 26 December 1825. Anatole Mazour, The First Russian
Revolution, 1825: The Decembrist Movement (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1961); and
Trigos, The Decembrist Myth, xv–xx.
20
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 2, ll. 22–27ob. The manuscript becomes sketchy here, with
multiple realizations of several passages. Aleksandr Pushkin, ‘‘K Chaadaevu,’’ Polnoe sobranie
sochinenii, vol. 2 (Moscow: Voskresen’e, 1994), 68.
21
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 2, ll. 50-54; f. 2642, op. 1, d. 11, ll. 1–77; and Iurii Shaporin,
Dekabristy. Klavir (Moscow: Muzfond, 1953), 373–436.
22
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 2, ll. 78–89.
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The first point of historical contention raised during work on The Decembrists was the identity of its central pair. Though the opera evolved to
focus on the Decembrists as a group, it originated as Annenkov and
Polina’s love story. If the central protagonists were to remain so prominent, the Bolshoi realized, they must be unimpeachable heroes, adhering to Soviet-inflected Decembrism in every way. And yet Annenkov and
Polina were not ideally suited to this purpose. Shaporin later claimed
that early on, ‘‘I started to doubt the expediency of building an opera
on . . . Annenkov, as he didn’t play a decisive role in the movement.’’23 In
fact this choice was not so strange: while Annenkov was a minor player,
Polina, the motivation for their selection, is compelling. A commoner
and foreigner, not yet officially married to Annenkov, she had less reason
and faced more difficulty than other wives in following her spouse into
exile. Yet she did so, and even left a memoir of her tumultuous life.24
Still, as emphasis shifted to the larger history of Decembrism, Annenkov’s insignificance became increasingly problematic. So did Polina’s
foreignness, as the Soviet state retreated from internationalism. Given
the importance accorded the Decembrists’ wives as symbols of high,
particularly Russian, morality, exemplified by Nikolai Nekrasov’s poem
‘‘Russian Women,’’ could these wives really be represented by
a foreigner?25
This issue first arose in 1937, when the CAA appointed a committee
of composers, musicologists, and historians to analyze the opera. Their
report decried ‘‘distortion of historical facts and Decembrist characteristics,’’ and placed the blame on Annenkov: ‘‘One cannot show Annenkov’s revolutionary actions; there weren’t any.’’26 In a feature the
following year, Sovetskaia muzyka agreed, asserting that Annenkov was
so romantic, ‘‘one hardly believes in [his] internal connection to
Decembrism!’’27 Such criticism created a major conceptual problem for
Shaporin, who, characteristically, delayed responding.
Yet this was far from the last he would hear about The Decembrists’
central pair. In mid-1950, the Bolshoi finally received the complete
23

Levit, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 118.
P. E. Annenkova, Vospominaniia Poliny Annenkovoi (Moscow: Mospoligraf, 1929).
Polina’s memoirs were first published in Russkaia starina in 1888, then reprinted separately
in 1915. The 1929 edition restores passages excised in 1915.
25
Nikolai Nekrasov, ‘‘Russkie zhenshchiny,’’ Polnoe sobranie stikhotvorenii, vol. 2 (Leningrad: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1967), 309–72. Nekrasov’s poem focuses on Princesses Ekaterina
Trubetskaia and Mariia Volkonskaia, who voluntarily followed their Decembrist husbands
into Siberian exile. It enshrines them as exemplars of Russian women’s natural nobility and
virtue.
26
Levit, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 318–19.
27
A. Lepin, ‘‘Dekabristy: Opera Iu. Shaporina,’’ Sovetskaia muzyka, no. 7 (July 1938): 26.
24
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piano-vocal score and began rehearsals.28 Following Tolstoi’s death in
1945, the libretto was now in the hands of poet Vsevolod Rozhdestvenskii, with whom Shaporin got along substantially better creatively.29 To
assuage its fear of censure for inaccuracy, the Bolshoi began consulting
with historians. In one review, Petr Zaionchkovskii raised a red flag concerning ‘‘the third-rate Decembrist Annenkov and . . . the Frenchwoman,
daughter of a royalist.’’ A Bolshoi memo echoed his concern over ‘‘the
second-rate, atypical Annenkov . . . [and] the self-sacrifice and patriotism
typical of . . . Decembrist wives formulated only through a Frenchwoman.’’30 True, Annenkov advanced in this assessment from third- to
second-rate, but that was still unacceptable, and the revelation of Polina’s
non-revolutionary background only added to the issue of her foreignness.31 Clearly, both would have to go. The men and women of Decembrism were simply too important historically to be personified by anyone
but the most heroic—and Russian—representatives of their milieu.
The following January, the Bolshoi brought in author Vsevolod
Ivanov to collaborate on further revisions. In a meeting between Shaporin,
Zaionchkovskii, CAA Assistant Director Aleksandr Anisimov, consultant
Boris Pokrovskii, and Composers’ Union head Tikhon Khrennikov, two
options were considered: replacing Annenkov with a fictional character or
fictionalizing him to become more heroic.32 They agreed to exchange the
real Annenkov for the newly imagined Dmitrii Kamenkov. Polina, in turn,
would be transformed into an imaginary Russian woman, Elena Orlova,
a solution presaged in Sovetskaia muzyka’s 1937 feature: ‘‘By type, Polina is
a Russian girl . . . an image engraved in Russian literature and opera.’’33
On 19 April 1951, the With All My Heart scandal broke with Pravda’s
publication of an unsigned editorial savaging composer, librettist, and
the Bolshoi for failing to achieve the Socialist Realist ideal.34 Five days
later, the Council of Ministers fired CAA head Polikarp Lebedev and
Bolshoi Director Solodovnikov and ordered the new director, Anisimov,
to ‘‘report to the Government on . . . The Decembrists and not include it in
the repertoire without Government permission.’’35 In response, the
28
29

l. 34.

30

RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 822, l. 7.
The Bolshoi contracted with Rozhdestvenskii in 1947: RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 819,

RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, ll. 16, 5.
Polina reveals her father’s politics in her memoir, writing: ‘‘[He] was an aristocrat
and royalist. . . . He served in the king’s dragoons . . . [and] in the service of Napoleon.’’
Annenkova, Vospominaniia Poliny Annenkovoi, 32–33. It seems Tolstoi and Shchegolev either
forgot this detail or considered it permissible to reimagine Polina’s backstory in a fictional
work.
32
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 819, l. 63; and d. 820, ll. 18–19.
33
Lepin, ‘‘Dekabristy: Opera Iu. Shaporina,’’ 25.
34
‘‘Neudachnaia opera,’’ Pravda, 19 April 1951, 2–3.
35
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 182, ll. 4–5.
31
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Bolshoi paused to assess its work. In a hastily scheduled meeting, a shaken
Pokrovskii announced he still had doubts about the hero. Though
historian-consultants deemed the composite Kamenkov acceptable,
‘‘provided the era and its ideas are properly reflected,’’ all present supported appointing a special commission to ‘‘certify the libretto’s historical correctness with the Central Committee.’’ As soloist Dmitrii
Mchedeli noted, Zhdanov himself had assured the theater that ‘‘the
Central Committee’s door is always open to you.’’36 Such openness was
mutually beneficial, providing the Central Committee with close control
over the Bolshoi’s activities and the theater with a means of self-defense,
should scandal strike again.
The commission was apparently soon forgotten, but the Bolshoi
nonetheless proceeded with its assessment. On 8 May it invited composers, musicologists, historians, and CAA and Central Committee representatives to a closed performance and discussion. Annenkov and Polina
kept their original names, which all now agreed was a mistake. As musicologist Aleksei Ogolevets explained, ‘‘Realism demands generalization
of the most typical phenomena. . . . If the opera keeps the title The Decembrists, we can’t . . . leave Annenkov and Polina as main characters,
because they’re atypical.’’ Ogolevets’ terminology was no accident; typicality was a watchword of Socialist Realist aesthetics, albeit curiously
defined. As Dobrenko explains, Soviet officials understood typicality as
‘‘by no means connected to being widespread in ‘life’ . . . but rather that
which ‘corresponds to the essence of a particular social force.’’’37 In
other words, the main problem with Annenkov and Polina was not so
much their uniqueness as their inadequacy as Socialist Realist representatives of Decembrism.
Others concurred, bemoaning the historical Annenkov’s passivity
and lamenting the absence of famous Decembrist wives Princesses Trubetskaia and Volkonskaia, Nekrasov’s heroines. To this complaint, at
least, Shaporin had a ready answer: his opera concerned the Northern
Society, whereas Volkonskii was active in the South; adding the Trubetskois would overburden an already character-heavy work. As for Annenkov, he admitted, ‘‘Maybe long ago I should have repudiated him.’’ But
he had been loath to do so after discovering a glowing description by
‘‘the great democrat and poet Shevchenko. I sometimes believe poets
more than historians; forgive me.’’38 Nevertheless, Shaporin agreed to
36

RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 193, ll. 3, 5.
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, ll. 60–61; and Dobrenko, Political Economy, 70. The
quotations are taken from Central Committee Secretary Georgii Malenkov’s report to the
Nineteenth Party Congress (5–14 October 1952).
38
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, ll. 97–98. Taras Shevchenko was a national cultural
hero in Shaporin’s native Ukraine.
37
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leave Annenkov and Polina behind. He replaced Annenkov with ‘‘Dmitrii Shchepin-Rostovskii, who was active on Senate Square, [and] for
Polina substitute[d] a Russian woman’’—easily done, he claimed,
because Polina’s music was not characterized by French intonation.39
In the end, even Shchepin was not ideal. As a Bolshoi staffer noted in
late 1951: ‘‘Shchepin can’t be considered a typical Decembrist. He differentiated himself in the revolution, killing five men. . . . Besides,
onstage this finds no expression. Shchepin in the opera doesn’t correspond to the historical Shchepin.’’40 This commentary expresses two
ostensibly contradictory concerns, both crucial to Socialist Realism: that
Shchepin, like Annenkov, was atypical, and that Shchepin’s image lacked
historicity, failing to display the traits that made him distressingly unique.
Seemingly, the theater would either have to highlight his individuality,
which would be more historically accurate but make him a less desirable
hero, or search for another Decembrist who better fit the bill. Fortunately, in February 1952 historian Militsa Nechkina provided a way out,
displaying her keen understanding of Socialist Realist aesthetics. ‘‘The
libretto diverges from real events,’’ she wrote.
[Shchepin] is characterized as a longstanding member. . . . The real
Shchepin was attracted to Decembrism on the eve . . . and acted more
in the name of Konstantin’s ‘‘legality’’ than leading Decembrist
ideas. . . . But the opera’s goal isn’t immortalizing a given Decembrist;
its task is . . . to give a typical hero the image of a movement . . . . Shchepin [here] must be understood as a general, collective Decembrist
image, not the image specifically of Shchepin.41

Thus, whereas Annenkov’s image had been plagued by faithful portrayal
of his atypicality, it was of no concern that Shchepin’s bore little resemblance to him, because Shchepin was a stand-in. It mattered little that the
historical Shchepin was atypical because he served only as the root of
a generalized, ideal Socialist Realist hero. And in contrast to Annenkov’s
other problem, his French wife, Shchepin had no wife, making insertion
of the fictitious Elena even easier. At last The Decembrists had an acceptable central pair, of whom it gave an aesthetically, if not historically
‘‘truthful,’’ rendering.
Despite Shaporin’s assurances, all of this required substantial
recomposition. Shchepin was easy; Shaporin merely exchanged one
39
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 187, l. 2. In Shaporin’s recollection of a now lost early
draft, Polina’s music was characterized by French intonation, and she sang the French
revolutionary song La Carmagnole. By 1951 these musical characterizations had been written
out. RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, l. 99; and Levit, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 324.
40
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, l. 23ob.
41
Ibid., ll. 53–54, emphasis in original.
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name for the other, changing a few notes to accommodate its different
rhythm (ex. 1). Elena, however, was a genuinely new character. Shaporin ultimately reconstructed her as the daughter of an impoverished
noblewoman, Shchepin’s mother’s neighbor. Shchepin encounters
them at the estate, arriving to plead for a loan.42 As before, he has
declared his love, but Elena has refused him. Whereas Polina brushed
him off and departed, Elena remains with Shchepin while the mothers
exit. A classic damsel in distress, in a newly composed exchange Elena
does not hide her love, but weeps: ‘‘Oh God! Why do you torment my
heart again?’’ (ex. 2).43 Shchepin’s mother returns and, ascertaining
the situation, sends both Orlovas packing. When Shchepin makes to
follow, she returns to the original music with altered text, mocking him
for considering marriage to a woman without means. The number ends
with new music, over which Shchepin cries despairingly: ‘‘I’m suffocating here, my soul aches!’’ Thus, Shchepin maintains the moral high
ground, while his relationship with Elena is left more uncertain than
before.
Shaporin also substantially changed Elena’s appearance at the fair.
In the 1951 score, he removed the gambling scene, the motivation for
her encounter with Annenkov, transforming it into a chance meeting,
with dialogue recycled from the now excised Moscow scene. In material
newly composed for the 1951 version, Annenkov exulted in Polina’s love
confession, but despaired of having to leave her for the revolution. Polina supported him, faintly, and they concluded with the Moscow duet.
In the final, 1953 version, the motivation for their meeting is even less
believable, played out in a new vignette wedged in after the opening
number. Shchepin now leaves the Decembrists’ meeting in a nearby
42
43

Summarized from Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 38–52.
Ibid., 42–46.
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tavern to search for Elena, though he has no reason to believe she is at
the fair. Luckily she is, and swoons upon seeing him just as he returns
indoors. In another new musical creation, Elena writes Shchepin a note,
vividly depicted in sixteen measures of symphonic ‘‘scribbling,’’ which
a gypsy delivers.44 The lovers finally meet, and, over music similar to
that of the 1951 version, Elena explains she ran away to join him. The
44

Ibid., 188 m.6–190 m.5.
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scene proceeds as before, with one last alteration. At a discussion in
June 1952, historian Boris Syroechkovskii advised making Elena more
revolutionary to better connect the love story to Decembrism.45 Glad
to restore her political credentials, lost in the transition to Elena,
Shaporin complied. In the final version, when Shchepin announces
he must leave, Elena supports him with renewed firmness, declaring
over a rewritten melody: ‘‘Duty calls you. Go! . . . I’m always with
you!’’46
As in the estate scene, the shift from Polina to Elena is both musical
and psychological. Polina had been softened from the disciplined businesswoman of the 1930s version to the practical shop girl of the 1951
version but remained a strong, self-directed character. As Elena, however, she loses much of her agency, appearing first as an appendage to
her mother, then a star-crossed lover, compelled by passion to leave
home for Shchepin. Herein lies a second, unspoken factor making
Elena a more suitable heroine and linking her more closely to Nekrasov’s Decembrist wives. She is Russian, even noble, but more importantly, she poses no competition to the Decembrists in drawing on the
audience’s attention. Like Nekrasov’s Trubetskaia and Volkonskaia,
her will emerges only to overcome obstacles to supporting her husband.
Irrational and emotion-bound, Elena is the perfect non-threatening
heroine.

45
46

RGALI, f. 962 (Komitet po delam iskusstv), op. 3, d. 2414, l. 25.
Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 208.
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How Far from the Narod?
A second major concern regarding The Decembrists’ historicity was its portrayal of the revolutionaries’ relationship to the narod, or ‘‘folk.’’47 The
essentials were established in the estate scene: Annenkov’s mother, typical
of her class and generation, is a cruel mistress, whereas her son believes
serfdom, like autocracy, is a crime. But how far did such egalitarianism
extend? Were the Decembrists prepared to see the narod as partners in
their revolution? Did they even have common revolutionary goals? Lenin
famously declared: ‘‘The circle of revolutionaries was narrow. They were
terribly far from the narod.’’48 The opera would have to balance this assertion of political distance with the equally vital Soviet understanding of the
Decembrists as acting in the narod’s name, if separately from them.
In 1937 the CAA’s expert commission suggested emphasizing this
disconnect and highlighting the narod’s revolutionary potential by depicting the outbreak of a fictitious popular revolt on Senate Square that
would ‘‘paralyze’’ the Decembrists.49 Shaporin responded in his 1951
score by expanding the small role Tolstoi had given a group of workers,
who heckled tsarist officials, threw logs, and vowed loyalty to Konstantin.50 Shaporin’s narod, now identified as construction workers building
St. Isaac’s Cathedral, is more vocally revolutionary, cheering the Decembrists’ regiments and urging, ‘‘Brothers, stand firm! For the people’s
truth!’’ Now serving the traditional role of chorus, they comment on
each event, shouting down the Metropolitan, cheering Miloradovich’s
shooting, throwing building materials, and reacting with horror when
Nikolai’s artillery arrives.51 This active, engaged crowd would seem a positive development, establishing sympathy between the Decembrists and
narod, a pathway by which the latter drew revolutionary lessons from the
former. But as Bolshoi Director Solodovnikov pointed out in October
1949, the scene’s historical politics were not so simple. ‘‘The Decembrist
Revolution was noble . . . not mass,’’ he wrote, echoing Lenin.
The circle of revolutionaries was terribly small and far from the narod. . . . Now it looks like the narod is . . . already one with the Decembrists. . . . This is untrue and hinders revelation of the Decembrists’
tragedy. . . . The narod learned from these events . . . but were passive and
disunited.52
47

See note 18 above on the difficulty of translating this word.
Lenin, ‘‘Pamiati Gerzena,’’ 261.
Levit, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 319.
50
Tolstoi and Shchegolev, ‘‘Polina Gebl’,’’ 51–52.
51
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 10, ll. 75ob–77, 85ob–87, 92–101ob.
52
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 819, l. 57. The alacrity with which Bolshoi staff and consultants repeated Lenin’s formulation is a testament to its canonical place in Soviet
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For Solodovnikov, to place these workers in too close a relationship with
the Decembrists was a double sin, putting the cart before the horse
historically and, worse, transgressing the Soviet explanation for the Decembrists’ failure. Blinded by class prejudice, the Decembrists viewed the
narod only as objects of their revolution, not partners in it.
Nonetheless, ideologically it was unacceptable to portray the narod as
passive witnesses. As the opera evolved, the Bolshoi, while heeding Lenin, increasingly emphasized the Soviet view of the Decembrist Revolution as a bourgeois-democratic precursor to the popular Revolution of
1917. This entailed moving away from Solodovnikov’s caution and accentuating the Decembrist-narod connection. In May 1950, consultant S.M.
Oreshnikov alerted Solodovnikov to a review by the historian Nikolai
Druzhinin. Highlighting Druzhinin’s approval of the engaged crowd,
Oreshnikov added: ‘‘Witnesses establish Nikolai met with logs
and shouts from the construction site.’’53 With expert verification and
historical documentation on their side, surely they could proceed
boldly in depicting a revolutionarily sympathetic narod. During the discussion of 11 May 1951, this idea gained more adherents, with several
speakers advocating a more active crowd. Historian Evgenii Tarle mused
circumspectly: ‘‘The narod didn’t support the revolution. This was no
pugachevshchina. . . . But here, too, they participated.’’54 Less shy, musicologist Iosif Ryzhkin praised Shaporin’s depiction and encouraged
him to take it further by adding ‘‘a popular mass . . . oppressed by
autocracy but bearing great possibility for revolutionary explosion. The
fundamental conflict is the narod’s with tsarism. The Decembrists’
revolution, despite their isolation from the narod, was an expression
of this.’’55 Indeed, it seemed Shaporin could, and should, do more to
showcase the narod’s political consciousness and responsiveness to
Decembrism.
Still, there was a danger of underplaying the narod’s independent
revolutionary agency, a crucial factor in the progression from bourgeois
to proletarian revolution. Indeed by mid-1951 the Bolshoi had shifted
focus to The Decembrists’ greatest mass scene, the fair: with Annenkov’s
-

historical education. Though the complete orchestrated score is dated 1951, Shaporin
submitted it over the course of 1949 and 1950, first in piano-vocal, then orchestral score.
Solodovnikov commented on the piano-vocal score of Senate Square before the entire
work was submitted.
53
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, l. 14, 13ob.
54
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, l. 17. Pugachevshchina refers to the massive peasant
revolt led by Emel’ian Pugachev from 1773 to 1775, during the reign of Catherine II,
supported by Cossacks, peasants, and schismatics. Pugachev lived on in popular memory as
a hero to the peasants and bogeyman to the nobility through the Imperial period, and was
celebrated by the Soviet state. Paul Avrich, ‘‘Pugachev,’’ in Russian Rebels, 1600–1800 (NY:
Schocken Books, 1972), 179–254.
55
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, ll. 27–28.
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card game excised and his conversation with Iakubovich transformed
into a Decembrist conclave in a separate tavern scene, the revised fair
scene directed full attention to the peasant choruses, now comprising
more than half its length.56 The Bolshoi applauded Shaporin for illustrating ‘‘the mighty, explosive force of Razin and Pugachev, sympathizing
with the Decembrists and actively expressing their relationship to autocracy.’’57 But after the denunciation of With All My Heart for its flawed
portrayal of the narod, Shaporin’s fair seemed inadequate. At the meeting of 11 May, speakers called for a stronger revolutionary tone. As soloist
Kamenshikov complained: ‘‘This narod was active. They recently defeated
Napoleon and carried the banner of freedom across Europe. They had
revolutionary traditions, experience. . . . One can’t make [them] so mute,
not expressing outrage.’’ The theater took such criticism seriously.58
Having overhauled the scene once, Shaporin was loath to do so
again—but co-librettist Vsevolod Ivanov was eager to begin. He wrote
the Bolshoi in August:
We must show the narod is happy . . . not just because it’s a holiday or the
start of trade, but they sense events are coming to a head. . . . It’s vital to
show the narod wished for change, not counting on the lords to give
them freedom, but proposing to conquer it themselves. Maybe here
Trubetskoi discovers the narod’s plans and . . . starts to waver.59

Ivanov was anxious to move beyond Shaporin’s charming genre-songs
into more explicitly political territory. Indeed this was why the Bolshoi
recruited him; Shaporin alone was unlikely to reconstruct the fair as
Soviet aesthetic and historical politics required.
As usual, planning far preceded action. But by late 1951, the Bolshoi
assured the CAA that the fair had been thoroughly revised to ‘‘underline
the narod’s revolutionary mood’’ and include lines for Trubetskoi demonstrating, per Ivanov’s vision, his recognition and fear of the narod’s
revolutionary potential, foreshadowing his abandonment of the revolution. The authors had also ‘‘more fully revealed the Decembrists’ class
limitations, being terribly far from the narod and not using its forces in
the uprising.’’60 The next performance took place in June 1952 and
revealed the fair scene’s more political cast. Where the peasant girls had
previously sung of romance, they now directly addressed their carousel
mounts, as if living creatures, urging, ‘‘Fly, little horse, so the wind can’t
56

RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 1, ll. 44–112ob (1930s); and d. 9, ll. 44–108 (1951).
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, ll. la-3 (1930s), 4 (1951). Stepan Razin led another
great peasant revolt, a hundred years before Pugachev’s. Avrich, ‘‘Pugachev,’’ 49–122.
58
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, l. 5; and d. 819, l. 70.
59
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 583, l. 12.
60
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, l. 26.
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catch us!’’ and thereby echoing the narod’s desire to cast off the chains of
serfdom.61 Similarly, the second male chorus’s song, ‘‘Prov Brewed
Beer,’’ expressed the narod’s revolutionary mood through its tale of
a peasant holding a feast, inviting everyone but the master, who starved.
‘‘And Prov ate, and Prov drank. He . . . wiped his beard, remembering the
master. Ho, ho!’’ they crowed, delighting in the thought of the master
made helpless by culinary serf rebellion.62 To complete the picture, as
the Decembrists exit the tavern onto the fairgrounds, Trubetskoi asks:
‘‘What’s this celebration?’’ Iakubovich replies: ‘‘There’s a rumor among
the masses, a new Pugachev has appeared.’’ Shocked, Trubetskoi answers
only: ‘‘Blessed are those who believe,’’ a quotation from Griboedov’s play
Woe from Wit.63 His horror at the thought of peasant revolt illustrates the
Decembrists’ unpreparedness to consider the narod revolutionary
partners.
These revisions proved canny. And yet by June 1952 The Decembrists
had become unmanageably long, leading some to question whether the
boisterous fair, enjoyable but not especially plot-driven, should remain.
During a discussion on 14 June, one soloist bluntly asserted: ‘‘I don’t
understand what the fair is for.’’ Even conductor Kiril Kondrashin chose
his words carefully, praising its ‘‘many wonderful moments,’’ but suggesting significantly reducing its length and complexity: ‘‘You have four
choruses interwoven, and we can’t hear anything where they overlap. . . . [It] produces the impression of chaos.’’64 The director, Nikolai
Okhlopkov, had no patience for such drastic solutions, and used the
fair’s sharpened political content to make the case for it. ‘‘No other
composer has written such a brilliant fair,’’ he declared. He admitted
the choruses were hopelessly entangled, but refused to see fault in this,
claiming the heady impression of intertwining musical lines rendered
distinguishing individual lines unnecessary. Furthermore, he argued:
The fair is necessary politically. The narod was beaten, but then came
the Patriotic War [of 1812], when they showed patriotism, heroism, and
adopted a revolutionary mood. The Decembrists came from the narod
and feared them. Without this scene, we can’t get across the political,
ideological meaning. The fair is necessary to show the narod’s force, that
even in the worst times it had . . . great revolutionary spirit.

61
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 1, ll. 47–55ob, 63–63ob, 83ob-91; d. 9, ll. 81–89, 94–95; and
Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 139–44.
62
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 9, ll. 83–90; and Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 146–54.
63
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 9, ll. 89–91; and Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 155–57.
Aleksandr Griboedov, Gore ot uma (Moscow: Russkaia Redaktsiia, 2004), 6. My thanks to
Irene Belsky for identifying this line.
64
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 236, ll. 3, 8, 10.
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Okhlopkov would consider streamlining the scene, but not eliminating it.
From his authoritative position, Anisimov also supported the fair, even
calling it ‘‘the juiciest part.’’65 Its excision was no longer on the table.
Over the next year, Shaporin revised the fair scene to balance its
elements (ex. 3). In the final version, he bowed to demands for brevity,
shortening each choral ‘‘folk’’-song. But he stood firm on the polyphonic
bustle, even increasing the music’s complexity by adding lyrics for the
gypsies, who had previously sung ‘‘la.’’66 As before, the fair opens with
the slow, measured first male chorus singing of Taganrog, where ‘‘a
tragedy occurred: a young Cossack was killed,’’ a reference to Aleksandr’s
sudden death in that city.67 But Shaporin shrank this mock-pious ode by
half, signaling the unpopularity of its monarchism. Further undercutting
its sentimentality, the chorus is interrupted by the carousel girls, who are
themselves overtaken by the second male chorus, now celebrating Prov
more prominently.68 After Trubetskoi and Iakubovich’s exchange, the
gypsies join in, singing mournfully of the long road, snowy winds, and an
absent love, and foreshadowing the Decembrists’ journey into exile and
the narod’s acknowledgement of their service.69 With these revisions, the
fair kept its place and, with the crowd scene on Senate Square, defined
the Decembrists’ complex relationship with the narod, in whose name, if
not partnership, they undertook their revolution.

The Decembrists as Political Heroes
To guarantee the opera’s historicity, Shaporin also had to vibrantly
depict the Decembrists’ revered leaders. The opera focused on the
Northern Society, for understandable reasons: Annenkov and Polina
were northerners. This focus enabled Shaporin to illustrate the events
on Senate Square, by far the most enduring image of the revolution. But
was it possible to portray the Decembrists without their most charismatic
leader, Pavel Pestel’? A driving force in the Southern Society, Pestel’ was
key to the Leninist understanding of the Decembrist Revolution, which
failed in part, Soviet historians believed, because most Decembrists were
not ready to accept his radical political program. Unlike the northern
constitutional monarchists, Pestel’ advocated establishing a democratic
republic. To do justice to Decembrism’s progressive potential, surely no
Soviet artist could omit this all-important figure.
65
66
67
68
69

Ibid., ll. 15–20, 53.
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 9, ll. 90–94; and Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 156–68.
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Shaporin considered including Pestel’ as early as 1936, but set the
idea aside as unworkable.70 At the Bolshoi’s suggestion, in the 1951 score
he included members of both the Northern and Southern Societies in
the tavern, with Pestel’’s program prominent in their discussion—only
Druzhinin rejected this in his review. After noting the absurdity of conspirators meeting in public, he chided: ‘‘Trubetskoi wants to hurry to
70
This inclination arose while Shaporin was an artist-in-residence at the Chaikovskii
House-Museum between 1934 and 1938. It was recorded in fellow-resident A. V. Zhivago’s
diary: Levit, Iurii Aleksandrovich Shaporin, 314.
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Kiev to confer with Pestel’, but it’s well known Trubetskoi had recently
returned from Kiev, having agreed with . . . Murav’ev against Pestel’.’’ In
deference to his expertise, the meeting was moved to a private room and
references to Pestel’ excised.71
Pestel’ could not be silenced so easily, however; by early 1951,
momentum for his inclusion was growing. Atop notes from Zaionchkovskii, Anisimov, Pokrovskii, and Khrennikov’s January meeting with Shaporin, an additional purpose is scrawled: ‘‘adding the role of Pestel’.’’ At
the discussion of 11 May, Kamenshikov demanded that Pestel’ be made
a minor character; Zaionchkovskii suggested creating a prologue for
him; and Tarle asserted: ‘‘What you need isn’t a prologue but a large
act.’’72 Such eminent historians could hardly be ignored, and the Bolshoi
considered several avenues for including Pestel’. Shaporin nixed the
more labor-intensive recommendations, noting firmly: ‘‘The alterations
71
RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 583, l. 2ob; and f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, ll. 13–14. Emphasis
original.
72
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, l. 18; and d. 192, ll. 1, 2, 7, 13.
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suggested . . . would necessitate writing a new opera.’’ As a compromise,
the Bolshoi proposed a narrative approach: detailing Pestel’’s program
in the existing characters’ debate.73 Presumably, this would require less
work and satisfy everyone.
But Ivanov had more radical revisions in mind. Ignoring Shaporin’s
objections, he outlined three new scenes, two at the end of the opera:
one depicting the funeral-turned-protest held for the Decembrist leaders
prior to their execution, another, in place of the finale, depicting the
revolt of the Chernigov Regiment in the South.74 Ivanov’s third scene,
73

RGALI, f. 2642, op. 1, d. 187, l. 3; and f. 648, op. 5, d. 820, l. 17.
The Chernigov Regiment revolted on 10 January, after receiving news of the
northern revolt. Though Pestel’ had long led the Southern Society, he was absent from this
action, having been betrayed and arrested on 25 December. The briefly successful southern
74
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reviving the original Paris prologue, would be Pestel’’s moment in the
sun. Highlighting what he saw as the opera’s essential political message,
Ivanov enthused:
In Paris we must depict . . . the faith of leading Russians not only in the
future greatness of their motherland, but that she would find it in her
own way. . . . Bourgeois historians assert the Decembrists took their
ideas . . . from France, to discredit the Decembrist Revolution, rob it
of its roots in the history of the Russian people. We must destroy that
conception. . . . The absence of Pestel’, the smartest, most active
leader . . . is a major mistake.75

Ivanov admitted that Shaporin, while willing to consider the prologue,
had refused the other scenes outright; he asked Okhlopkov and the CAA
to bring him on board.
Evidently they did so. Despite his disinclination, Shaporin soon
signed an agreement to write the two closing scenes and add Pestel’ to
the tavern scene, where, ‘‘in argument with Northern Society representatives, the Southern Society’s more radical program becomes clear.’’76
-

rebels marched through the region without direction for five days before being captured by
loyalist troops. Trigos, The Decembrist Myth, xvii–xix.
75
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RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 819, l. 68. Mikhail Chulaki later recalled that Shaporin had
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Still, the thinking about Pestel’ continued to evolve. In a Bolshoi memo
written just months later, Ivanov’s new scenes were gone and Pestel’ no
longer was slated to appear. Instead, Shchepin, rather than Trubetskoi,
would be sent south to coordinate with Pestel’ and report back at Ryleev’s. The theater ultimately affirmed this strategy, though not before
considering still another one.77 Amidst these near-constant changes, one
thing became apparent: one way or another, Pestel’ would have a place in
The Decembrists.
For all of this, ardor for Pestel’ cooled as the scale of the changes
needed to include him became clear. Early the next year, the Bolshoi
contemplated two fundamental questions: ‘‘Is it desirable to bring Pestel’, a historical actor of enormous scale . . . into an opera about the
Decembrists? And is it possible to bring Pestel’ into Shaporin’s existing
opera?’’ The theater concluded that Pestel’ was so important historically,
he could carry an entire opera himself—but that opera would not be The
Decembrists. As for the work as it stood, moving the first scene from
Shchepin’s estate to Pestel’’s was rejected because the latter was atypical
and would require recomposition with Ukrainian musical characterization. Nor could Pestel’ be inserted in the tavern, because inclusion
as a minor character would not do him justice. Still, ‘‘this does not
mean Pestel’ must be excluded. That would be an enormous sin against
history. . . . We suggest broadening the theme of Pestel’ in the main
characters’ speeches.’’ In the tavern, Bestuzhev would wax poetic about
the success of a revolution conceived together with Pestel’. At Ryleev’s,
the host would praise the unity of North and South under Pestel’’s
leadership. Finally, in the palace, Nikolai would cower before the possibility of Pestel’’s success in the South. Though this solution was indirect,
the Bolshoi stated confidently: ‘‘Pestel’ will attain sufficiently detailed
characterization . . . [and] dramatic function,’’ He would be accorded the
respect due his place in history.78
The Bolshoi’s remedy suited Shaporin, who had grown weary of
revisions. Already on 14 June, after a run-through and discussion of yet
another version, he responded snippily: ‘‘I’d like to see this opera as
I wrote it. If you want to change something, do it without me. I implemented last year’s suggestions. . . . I wrote it a second time. I can’t do
a third. I have neither strength nor desire.’’79 In the end, Shaporin was
persuaded. But on adding Pestel’ he agreed with the Bolshoi that he
would be unable to create a sufficiently prominent role. In December,
Agitprop, the Party censor, called Shaporin in for its evaluation.
77
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Shaporin agreed to most of its demands, but as he later wrote in a personal appeal to Agitprop Chair Nikolai Mikhailov: ‘‘Inserting Pestel’ . . . meets with insurmountable difficulties, about which I cannot
be silent.’’ Shaporin sensed this meeting had gone well; given ‘‘the
unusually hearty warmth I received,’’ he felt emboldened to ask Mikhailov to intervene in the interminable cycle of revisions. A full exposition
of Pestel’ would require adding a new scene and new, southern characters into an already overburdened work. Furthermore, it would
require a detailed exposition of the political differences between the
Northern and Southern Societies, which ‘‘goes beyond the bounds of
opera, which can hardly sufficiently persuasively depict complex political doctrines without vulgarization.’’ Ameliorating this shockingly unSoviet assertion of opera’s political limits, Shaporin suggested giving
Pestel’ a presence through existing characters’ speeches: the three
identified above, and a monologue for Bestuzhev in the fortress
scene.80
The final verdict was not to be reached so simply. Though theater
and composer agreed, Shaporin evidently misjudged the Central Committee. In January 1953, shortly after Shaporin’s letter to Mikhailov,
a confident Anisimov reported to the CAA, confirming the decision to
depict Pestel’ through others’ speeches. ‘‘Having judged it from all
sides,’’ he wrote, ‘‘authors, stagers, and theater leadership concluded
that . . . inserting Pestel’ . . . essentially requires writing a new opera,
which . . . is hardly advisable.’’81 This would seem to have been the final
word on the matter. But only a month later, Shaporin signed a contract
to ‘‘insert new historical characters,’’ which could only mean Pestel’.
Apparently, the CAA had consulted Agitprop and received a definitive
answer: Pestel’ would appear in The Decembrists. Ever dutiful, Shaporin
wrote Anisimov requesting a consultation. ‘‘Who knows,’’ he mused
despondently: ‘‘Maybe after so many trials and tribulations, in you the
opera will find its savior.’’82
After Shaporin completed these revisions, the Bolshoi embarked on
one last round of rehearsals. In the final version, Pestel’ appears in
person twice: visiting Shchepin at his mother’s estate, where he asserts
his republican program, and in a new scene, The Prison Cell, where he
envisions the significance of the Decembrist Revolution for Russia’s
future in conversation with Ryleev before their execution (ex. 4). Pestel’
is also extolled by Bestuzhev in the tavern, affirmed by Ryleev during the
conspiracy, cursed by Nikolai in the palace, and mourned by Bestuzhev
80
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in the fortress.83 After the final run-through in June 1953, musical and
historical consultants agreed the new character was well-written, successfully integrated, and supplied the presence that had been lacking.84 At
long last, Pestel’ had found a historically and aesthetically acceptable
home in The Decembrists.

Dramatizing Senate Square
The most frustrating historical issue faced by The Decembrists was its portrayal of Senate Square, the opera’s central scene. As the most prominent
and tragic event in the revolution, the singular moment of the Decembrists’ triumph and defeat, Senate Square was a milestone in Russian
revolutionary history, elevated to hallowed myth by the Bolsheviks after
1917. Its portrayal was decisive to the opera’s success.
Surprisingly, Tolstoi had not regarded Senate Square as so important. Preferring the love story, he kept this scene brief and dialoguebased.85 Only in the 1930s, as Shaporin shifted focus to the larger
historical narrative, did the collective effort to expand the Senate Square
scene begin. The Bolshoi offered two suggestions, with long-lasting effects. First, conductor Aleksandr Gauk proposed adding excitement by
inserting a symphonic episode, because ‘‘symphonic music conveys
action very well.’’ Second, the theater urged broader depiction of the
crowd’s reaction as the revolution unfolded.86 Shaporin was enthusiastic
about Gauk’s recommendation and open to the Bolshoi’s. In the 1951
version, Senate Square, fully scored for the first time, included a surprising innovation. Following the arrival of the Decembrists’ regiments, their
turmoil over Trubetskoi’s absence, the Metropolitan’s intervention, and
Miloradovich’s assassination, the scene now depicted not only Nikolai’s
order to shoot, a well-established historical occurrence, but a Decembrist
counter-attack—a purely imaginative episode. Shaporin set these events
83
Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 53–73, 445–52 (in person); 105, 240–42, 304–7, 469–72
(mentioned). In the first published edition, despite Druzhinin’s 1950 objection, Trubetskoi declares, after announcing Tsar Aleksandr’s death: ‘‘We’ll hurry to Kiev to decide
with Pestel’’’ whether to begin the revolution in the north or south. In the second edition,
this line is modified to remove Pestel’’s name: ‘‘All must be weighed and decided in
advance.’’ Compare Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 99–100; and Iurii Shaporin, Dekabristy
(Moscow: Sovetskii kompozitor, 1975), 72–73. Use of the old lyrics in 1953 may be one of
many publisher’s errors in this edition.
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over a brief symphonic interlude, followed by an expanded view of the
crowd’s reaction, the dying words of Lukin, an old soldier, and finally
Ryleev alone on the square, singing a mournful aria of revolutionary
defeat.87
87
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These changes sparked much debate. Speakers commended the
crowd’s enhanced role but demanded that it react still more vividly and
support the Decembrists more actively. Kamenshikov complained that
while the new version depicted popular support through the workmen
building St. Isaac’s, ‘‘there wasn’t yet any proletariat. The narod was
peasants and soldiers.’’ Here Tarle came to the rescue. Throwing the
weight of his expertise behind an easy-going approach to historicity, he
assented to the fictitious counter-attack, then noted, ‘‘On Senate Square
(this accords with history) . . . there was a moment when the workers,
having stood neutrally, learned to hurl logs at his majesty.’’ These workers may not have been the majority, and their political consciousness may
not have been fully formed, but it was this process of learning, becoming
politically aware as a result of witnessing the Decembrists’ defiance—this
display of ‘‘reality in its revolutionary development,’’ in Socialist Realist
terms—that was key to the narod’s role on Senate Square.88 Provided
peasants and soldiers were also given a more active role, Tarle saw no
historical impediment to depicting workers supporting the revolution.
88
RGALI, f. 648, op. 5, d. 194, ll. 6, 17. This canonical definition of Socialist Realism
was articulated by Zhdanov at the First Congress of Soviet Writers: ‘‘Rech’ Sekretaria TsK
VKP(b) A. A. Zhdanova,’’ Pervyi vsesoiuznyi s’’ezd sovetskikh pisatelei, 1934: Stenograficheskii
otchet, ed. I. K. Luppol (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1990), 4.
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In fact, Tarle was more concerned that the scene’s pathos, the difficulty of the Decembrists’ position as their plans disintegrated, came
across insufficiently. And he was not alone: composer Lev Knipper also
lamented the lack of tension rising to climax. He suggested, ‘‘At the
moment of terrible standing, you . . . must write a wonderful symphonic
scene, about a minute-and-a-half long. . . . If you reveal the tragedy
through music the feeling will be much stronger.’’89 This idea, echoing
Gauk in the notion that Shaporin’s brief symphonic interlude was inadequate, would ostensibly lessen the scene’s stagnancy and divert focus
from another problem, Ryleev’s defeatist closing aria—though that too
required emendation.
Shaporin began new revisions shortly. In his letter of June 1951, he
included strengthening the crowd’s activity among his intended alterations. The Bolshoi affirmed its support for the counter-attack, even recommending ending the Senate Square scene with it, to ‘‘conclude on
the highest point of dramatic tension, without depicting the Decembrists’ defeat and, consequently, without Ryleev’s closing aria.’’90 This
appealed to Ivanov; calling Senate Square the opera’s most important
scene, he wrote, ‘‘It demands a different ending. You can’t send out Ryleev
singing despairing words. . . . What does he mean, ‘It’s all over’? . . . Is it
possible Ryleev didn’t believe in the strength of the revolutionary movement, the Russian narod?’’ He assured the theater that Shaporin was
willing to ‘‘significantly augment’’ Senate Square and alter its ending.91
Shaporin, in turn, signed a contract to ‘‘extend the symphonic fragment
to create a dramatic culmination and rewrite the finale to exclude the
theme of despair (Ryleev’s aria).’’ A later memo restored the aria, with
Ryleev exiting to the nighttime streets of Petersburg for his moment of
reflection. Evidently, Shaporin was fond of this number and sought to
preserve it by relocating it.92
Finally in late 1951 the Bolshoi assured the CAA that Senate Square
had been improved to ‘‘strengthen . . . the narod’s revolutionary
mood and readiness to help the revolutionaries . . . [and] in Ryleev’s
aria . . . strengthen the feeling of social optimism.’’ The theater had
asked Shaporin to ‘‘insert an orchestral episode or chorale for the
narod’’ to enhance the dramatic culmination, and approved Ryleev’s
aria beyond the Square.93 A second memo detailed the crowd’s greater
revolutionary inclination: after Kakhovskii shoots Miloradovich and
89
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Ryleev orders the troops to action, they shout, ‘‘Hurrah! Guards, sailors,
to the square! God give them luck!’’ When Nikolai’s artillery arrives,
they exhort them not to turn on their brothers-in-arms, crying, ‘‘Don’t
shoot!’’94 With these revisions in progress, a resolution for Senate
Square appeared to have been found.
As with Pestel’, however, there was substantial disagreement over the
course of 1952. One thing remained clear: no matter how vividly portrayed, the historical events of the Decembrist Revolution, with the revolutionaries indecisively holding their ground, were simply not exciting
enough for opera. But was the fictitious counter-attack the right
solution? In an early 1952 memo, Okhlopkov echoed the praxis-driven
rhetoric of Socialist Realism: ‘‘To escape the impression of absurdity in
the revolutionaries’ ‘standing’ on the Square, we must show them not
‘standing’ but awaiting other rebelling regiments. We must show the
process of gathering.’’95 Referencing Nechkina’s history of the Decembrists,
Okhlopkov detailed various activities for enacting this transformation,
including Decembrist regiments advancing with staggered timing,
a ‘‘feverish’’ search for Trubetskoi, and the crowd’s agitation to join in,
a promising development ignored by the revolutionaries owing to their
bourgeois political limitations. Per the consensus of 11 May, the narod’s
support would be robust but limited to shouting and throwing materials.
These revisions were put in place in time for the run-through of 14 June.
For all of this, the Bolshoi’s consultants still had doubts. After this
run-through, one staffer enthused about the counter-attack and again
suggested ending on this triumphant note. But Okhlopkov pointed out
such an ending, while glorious, could be confusing: staging a fictitious
counter-attack was one thing, but it must be clear the Decembrists were
defeated. Provisionally letting go of Ryleev’s aria, he suggested concluding with Lukin, who, ‘‘dripping blood, sings of death, and with him
groans all of Russia.’’ Composer Mikhail Chulaki was still unsure if the
counter-attack should be portrayed at all. ‘‘Liberties have been taken,’’
he mused. ‘‘The counter-attack didn’t happen. But if we follow historical
truth, we won’t find the means to convey what they wanted to do. We
must approach this as an artistic work and keep in mind deviations may
be made.’’96 Here, Chulaki hit on the fundamental dilemma of staging
the Decembrist Revolution in a manner faithful to historical and ideological concerns. Many shared his uncertainty.
94
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Still more controversy arose after another run-through on 17 June,
with a broader audience of consultants present. One consultant reacted
harshly to the crowd’s enhanced activity. In attempting to answer calls for
a more dynamic narod, the Bolshoi had apparently overcorrected. Furthermore, it became clear the consensus in favor of the counter-attack,
always fragile, had fractured. Interestingly, Nechkina was its strongest
advocate, proclaiming excitedly: ‘‘There must be a fight. . . . You must
do it more convincingly. . . . The collision of sides absolutely must come
across.’’ Composer Vladimir Zakharov was less sure. Declaring himself
‘‘troubled,’’ he asserted, ‘‘Historically this wasn’t so. I got the sense they
attacked, and maybe they won? It’s dangerous.’’ Such a misinterpretation,
first suggested by Okhlopkov, could indeed be perilous. Yet others were
unwilling to relinquish this electrifying moment, not least because doing
so would mean a return to the dull standing around of the pre-1951
drafts. As Mchedeli explained, echoing Chulaki’s concern for conveying
the Decembrists’ intentions: ‘‘It’s not that they attack. But you don’t get
the sense they’re killed. . . . We know they stood aimlessly. But we must
consider that Shaporin wrote this opera for future generations. The
Decembrists’ action consists in their attack.’’ Mchedeli also advocated
retaining Ryleev’s aria. Despite its tragic inflection, he argued, it would
conclude the scene with the proper understanding and add poignancy.
Anisimov allowed that he, too, had doubts about the aria, but that, owing
to its ‘‘political, ideological meaning,’’ it must remain.97
The Bolshoi took a week to make further revisions. In accordance
with the Council of Ministers’ post-scandal resolution, Anisimov wrote on
20 June, informing it of new run-throughs to be held on 24 and 26 June,
and assuring it The Decembrists had been substantially revised and consultants ‘‘find no violations of historical or ideo-artistic truth.’’98 The Council ordered CAA head Nikolai Bespalov, appointed, like Anisimov, in the
wake of the With All My Heart scandal, to attend. Bespalov did so, hosting
a discussion with music and theater workers, historians, and Party and
state representatives afterward. Here, the narod’s activity received scant
but positive commentary, as did Ryleev’s aria, solidifying its reinstatement. But another issue, dormant since 11 May 1951, reemerged: the
need for a broader symphonic climax. Musicologist Tamara Livanova
raised this point directly, asserting that Senate Square needed ‘‘a strong
culmination . . . more development. . . . There’s none of that in the
music.’’99 Others agreed: Shaporin would have to expand the brief symphonic interlude before The Decembrists could gain approval.
97
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The counter-attack also remained contentious, with speakers divided
evenly for and against it. In Nechkina’s absence, the historians opposed
it as an invention. Druzhinin began mildly, demonstrating his understanding of Socialist Realist aesthetics by positing: ‘‘The demands of art
often conflict with the data, and one must discard details if they interfere
with expression of what’s important. . . . But there are things against
which historians must protest.’’ The counter-attack implied a level of
organization the Decembrists did not possess, and ‘‘this destroys truth.
I understand the director has to bring out the dynamics, but he must do
it another way.’’ Okhlopkov protested that he had made every effort to
proceed historically, but Druzhinin retorted: ‘‘You didn’t. . . . You can’t
have this attack. . . . It didn’t happen and couldn’t, because the whole
course of events would have been different.’’ Zaionchkovskii and Syroechkovskii agreed, though the latter suggested that the historical fiction
might be justified by the audience’s enthusiasm. Among the musicians,
Zakharov remained anti-attack, as did Khrennikov, who saw it as a cover
for the lack of symphonic culmination. But others spoke in its favor,
including one who opined: ‘‘I can’t agree the attack is a directorial sin.
It’s the most moving thing in the opera.’’ Another concurred, again
framing the scene as a question of ‘‘artistic and historical truth. . . . Art
has the right to show this objectively possible event, and here it’s given an
artistically truthful resolution. . . . So, I think there’s no deviation from
historical truth; rather, historical truth is expressed by artistic means.’’100
Indeed, this was exactly what Socialist Realist opera was meant to do—
convey ideological meaning so convincingly that, in effect, it rewrote
history, inspiring audiences with patriotic love for the Decembrists.
The next day, CAA officials met with Anisimov to hash out their
report to the Council of Ministers. They again agreed the problem with
the crowd had been overcorrected. In the words of consultant Sysoev,
‘‘The narod should . . . seem majestic, but now they flit and run about;
their behavior smacks of operetta.’’ Fortunately this was a directorial
issue, easily rectified. Revisiting the counter-attack, they came to a renewed consensus: the need for action was simply too pressing. As Sysoev
put it, ‘‘If there’s no attack, there’s no Senate Square.’’101 Some suggested improvements, but no one proposed removing the scene entirely.
In their report, Bespalov and Anisimov again emphasized the extensive
revisions and praised The Decembrists in terms directly answering the criticisms of The Great Friendship and With All My Heart. Still, they conceded
the opera had defects: ‘‘For example, doubt is raised by . . . the counterattack, which conveys the impulse convincingly artistically but
100
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contradicts factual historical events.’’ In light of such ongoing difficulties, the CAA recommended delaying the premiere until October. Shaporin, Okhlopkov, and conductor Aleksandr Melik-Pashaev, however,
wanted to open before the season’s end. Bespalov and Anisimov asked
the Council of Ministers to adjudicate and promised to spend the summer continuing work. In the end, the Council of Ministers sided with the
CAA.102 It would be another year before The Decembrists’ premiere.
While the primary cause of delay remained Shaporin’s struggle
against Pestel’, Senate Square did not go unnoticed during the last year
of production. After further revisions, on 6 September Anisimov asked
the Council of Ministers’ permission to schedule the premiere in time
for the Nineteenth Party Congress in October. Though the Bolshoi held
another run-through on 20 September and though the CAA wrote the
Council on 31 October and Stalin himself on 27 November, inviting him
to view the production and assuring him Shaporin had used ‘‘the latest
data of Soviet historical science . . . and consulted with distinguished specialist historians,’’ permission to move forward remained elusive.103
After the run-through of 6 December, when Shaporin finally agreed
to add Pestel’, he also revised Senate Square.104 Answering calls for
a fuller symphonic culmination, he lengthened the instrumental section
between Nikolai’s artillery’s arrival and Lukin’s swansong, though only
by eight measures. More significantly, he gave the counter-attack more
definition and moved it earlier in the symphonic interlude. In the 1951
score, the only indication of the counter-attack is ‘‘shooting,’’ written
sixteen measures after the artillery’s arrival.105 Apparently, the artillery
spent this time getting into position and staring down the revolutionaries, leaving less than ten measures for the counter-attack. In the final
version, the artillery fires immediately, after which Bestuzhev’s regiment
counter-attacks, followed by a second barrage, Shchepin’s counterattack, and a third barrage, after which the Decembrists are defeated,
the crowd scatters, and only Lukin remains to sing his last aria (ex. 5).
Answering concerns about the narod’s decorum and distaste for Ryleev’s
finale, Shaporin took the Bolshoi’s suggestion and wrote a new conclusion, a ten-measure choral lament sung offstage by the crowd.106 Ryleev’s
aria was not jettisoned entirely, however: Shaporin transferred it to a new
scene, The Prison Cell, where Ryleev sings before his final meeting with
102
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103
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104
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Pestel’. In this new context and with partially altered lyrics, the aria now
sounded more resolute than downtrodden.107

Conclusion

314

In May 1953 Shaporin submitted a new version, and the Bolshoi
performed one last run-through. With the Council of Ministers’ sanction, the Ministry of Culture, recent successor to the CAA, finally granted
approval.108 At its premiere on 23 June, The Decembrists was a major critical success.109 Reviewers agreed Shaporin had successfully transformed
his love story into a mighty historical epic. Shchepin was deemed a satisfactory, if overly romantic, hero, and Elena was praised for embodying
‘‘the spiritual beauty of Russian women.’’110 Shaporin’s depiction of the
narod was also acclaimed, though the fair scene was judged too chaotic.
Sovetskaia muzyka was dissatisfied with his illustration of the narod’s revolutionary potential, but Sovetskoe iskusstvo asserted that it ‘‘leaves no doubt
‘Pugachev lives in the narod’ . . . though the Decembrists don’t see it.’’111
Critics applauded Shaporin’s portrayal of the Decembrists, though they
grumbled that their arias were too similar musically; they also found the
inclusion of Pestel’ a substantial improvement. Senate Square generated
a mixed response. Its effectiveness was unquestionable and the counterattack strongly approved; as Sovetskaia muzyka wrote, ‘‘Though [it] contradicts real events . . . [it] answers the demands of theatrical action and musical dramaturgy.’’112 Still, one reviewer worried that Lukin’s swansong was
too mournful a culmination, and others continued to find the symphonic
development inadequate. Overall, Shaporin’s music garnered acclaim for
its accessibility, narodnost’, and drama, reminiscent of the Russian classics.
107
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Shaporin, Dekabristy. Klavir, 260–64.
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Indeed in its final version, The Decembrists is an ideal Socialist Realist
opera: lovely, well-written music, predictable but not dull, emotional but
not overly so, inhabiting a comfortably mid-nineteenth-century sonic
universe. As Frolova-Walker observes, ‘‘there is a certain fascination in
seeing how much a composer can do when originality is ruled out.’’113 So
why was the opera such a struggle to produce? The answer lies at the
crossroads of the tense, failure-ridden history of Soviet opera and the
contradictory goals of Socialist Realist aesthetics. An increasingly desperate topic in the 1940s and 1950s was the continued lack of an exemplary
Soviet opera. This became all the more urgent amidst two interlocking
events: the rapid-fire, denunciatory zhdanovshchina resolutions in 1946,
and the failure of the Bolshoi’s first two postwar Soviet operas, The Great
Friendship, subject of the final zhdanovshchina resolution in 1948, and With
All My Heart, denounced in Pravda in 1951. After these disasters, the
Bolshoi, under intense pressure to try again, exercised extreme caution.
Shaporin and his opera seemed safe bets. The topic of The Decembrists was
historical, which shielded it from the charges of an inaccurate portrayal
of Soviet life leveled at With All My Heart; and it was set far enough in the
past to avoid the political snares in which The Great Friendship had become
entangled.114 Moreover, Shaporin was not among the six composers
denounced in the resolution on The Great Friendship for ‘‘formalism.’’115
His musical record was pristine, his major works unimpeachable.
Still, the danger of official criticism was always lurking. Indeed one
zhdanovshchina document evinces some indication of how Shaporin might
have been criticized: not the resolution on music, but the one on film.
Like all zhdanovshchina resolutions, ‘‘On the Film A Great Life’’ nominally
focused on one production, but took aim at larger trends. Beyond A Great
Life’s contemporary theme, it condemned historical films like Pudovkin’s
Admiral Nakhimov, in which the director ‘‘distorted historical truth . . .
[creating] a film not about Nakhimov, but about balls,’’ and Eisenstein’s
Ivan the Terrible, Part 2, which ‘‘displayed ignorance in depicting historical
113
Frolova-Walker, ‘‘The Soviet Opera Project,’’ 212. The author’s brilliant capsule
description of The Decembrists is worth reading in full.
114
The Central Committee resolution accused The Great Friendship of falsely depicting
the political relationship of Caucasian peoples to nascent Soviet power. ‘‘Postanovlenie
Politbiuro TsK VKP(b) ‘Ob opere Velikaia druzhba V. Muradeli,’ 10 fevralia 1948g.,’’ in Vlast’
i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia: Dokumenty TsK RKP(b)-VKP(b), VChK-OGPU-NKVD o kul’turnoi politike, 1917–1953 gg., ed. Andrei Artizov and Oleg Naumov (Moscow: Demokratiia,
1999), 630–34. Rumors held that a larger problem was its glorification of Sergo Ordzhonikidze, who had fallen from Stalin’s favor. Tomoff argues such valorization was less significant than internal Composers’ Union politics and the Party’s attempt to assert authority
over the Union. Tomoff, Creative Union, 122–51.
115
Herrala notes Shaporin’s name was shouted during a January 1948 meeting at the
Central Committee about musical ‘‘formalists.’’ The suggestion was not taken seriously.
Herrala, The Struggle for Control, 160.
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facts, presenting Ivan’s progressive warrior-oprichniki as a gang of degenerates.’’116 Thus, while a historical opera avoided one set of problems, it
could land squarely in another. As work on The Decembrists proceeded, the
Bolshoi focused intensely on its historical accuracy as a safeguard.
Such concerns were certainly on the minds of the Bolshoi, the CAA,
and consultants, who mentioned the zhdanovshchina resolutions often.
During the discussion of 11 May 1951, one composer paraphrased the
criticism of Admiral Nakhimov before complaining that The Decembrists’
authors ‘‘approached the historical theme untruly. . . . We have no right
to forget the Central Committee’s dictates.’’ A year later, Mchedeli used
the With All My Heart scandal as a guidepost, observing that afterwards,
‘‘work [on The Decembrists] began from a completely different perspective.’’ Even when the CAA approached the Council of Ministers about
staging the premiere in October 1952, Bespalov noted that in judging
the production performance-worthy, the Bolshoi had been ‘‘led by the
Central Committee resolutions . . . and critical Pravda editorials.’’117
Clearly, the rigor with which all involved approached The Decembrists’
historicity had its roots in the zhdanovshchina.
And yet historical accuracy would not guarantee the opera’s success.
Annenkov and Polina were historical figures, but unsuitable as the central pair. In fact, no historical Decembrist couple, if portrayed accurately,
would fit the bill. The historical narod’s revolutionary consciousness was
low and barely connected to the Decembrists’, which hardly fulfilled the
need to portray this revolution as a crucial step toward 1917. Furthermore, a truly Soviet historical interpretation would require a far more
substantial role for Pestel’. As Shaporin assured the Bolshoi, this simply
could not be done within the structural limits of his opera. Finally and
perhaps most damningly, a faithful historical representation of Senate
Square, where the revolutionaries stood for hours until shot at, in no way
accorded with the requirement that Soviet opera be a dramatic, ideologically driven genre. Historical accuracy, though desirable in principle

116
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and demanded by the Central Committee, was simply inadequate for
portraying the Decembrists on the operatic stage.
Shaporin and the Bolshoi escaped by adhering to a theme recurrent
in the negotiations over The Decembrists: the need for ‘‘artistic truth’’
rather than ‘‘historical truth.’’ Historically, Shchepin may not have been
a long-standing Northern Society member, nor did he have a selfsacrificing Russian wife—but as artistically generalized Socialist Realist
images, he and Elena were inspiring examples of Russian revolutionary
fervor. Indeed historically the narod may have been relatively monarchist
and uncomprehending of Decembrism, but as an artistic instrument,
singing allegorical songs at the fair and reacting sympathetically on the
Square, they brought to life a key moment in Soviet mythology, when
they learned political rebellion from the progressive aristocracy. Similarly, The Decembrists’ representation of Pestel’ may not have done justice
to his historical importance, but as an artistic image it left an indelible
impression of his greatness. Still more extreme was the totally fabricated
counter-attack on Senate Square. Here the opera conveyed artistically
what could not be conveyed by strict historicity: the spirit of the Decembrist Revolution, its potential to transform Russia, the tragedy of its failure, and its legacy for future movements.
Privileging of ‘‘artistic truth’’ over ‘‘historical truth’’ found surprisingly strong support among the Bolshoi’s historian-consultants. As early
as January 1950, Druzhinin asserted that artists might permissibly
‘‘digress from historical truth . . . as demanded by the laws of creativity.’’
During the discussion of 11 May 1951, Zaionchkovskii agreed: ‘‘In artistic
productions, there’s no need to maintain absolute precision. . . . Events
must be represented in the spirit of our Marxist-Leninist methodology. . . . We can’t demand too much of opera; it’s not a history lecture.’’
A choreographer pointed out that if complete accuracy were demanded,
beloved masterworks like Khovanshchina would be done for. And musicologist Igor Belza affirmed the importance of Socialist Realist opera as
an interpretive medium: ‘‘In the music I felt . . . a vivid, historically truthful image. It’s an artist’s right to sense historicity with his heart.’’118 As
these comments make clear, for those engaged in creating Soviet opera
the issue was not merely what information art could provide. Rather, in
their understanding, art had the ability, even the right, to foreground
emotion, creating its own form of ‘‘historical truth’’ by means of engagement with ‘‘artistic truth,’’ even where historical accuracy was lacking.
Herein lies the true reason for the endless negotiations over The
Decembrists’ historicity, and for the content of its final version: in a context
in which another operatic failure was unthinkable, the production process
118
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can be characterized by a gradual coming to grips with the idea that
‘‘historical truth’’ by itself was insufficient; ‘‘artistic truth,’’ as understood
through the prism of Socialist Realism, was far more necessary. In his final
review, Syroechkovskii alluded to this idea. Noting that The Decembrists
contained inaccuracies any half-educated citizen could identify, he
declared: ‘‘Digressions from factual truth . . . are inescapable and legitimate . . . in opera.’’ He considered it far more important that ‘‘the audience [is] moved by sympathy for the Decembrists and inspired by their
heroism. . . . Shaporin’s opera will bring Soviet audiences artistic satisfaction and have definite politico-educational significance.’’119 With this sentiment, Syroechkovskii identified the overarching goal of Socialist Realist
creative production: to offer up aesthetically satisfying artworks that would
educate the masses in correct ideological interpretation. To do so with
complete historical accuracy would be ideal. But as The Decembrists’ long
journey to the stage reveals, even when ‘‘historical truth’’ fell short of its
mark, Socialist Realist ‘‘artistic truth’’ would carry the day, satisfying Soviet
authorities and winning the hearts and minds of the Soviet mass audience.
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APPENDIX

[No scene]

[No scene]

[No scene]
Scene 1: Paris
Annenkov and his fellow officers
rest in Paris after defeating
Napoleon. They speak
admiringly of French
Revolutionary ideals and vow
to bring equality, freedom,
and democracy to Russia.
Annenkov falls in love with
Polina, daughter of a French
revolutionary. He proposes
marriage, but she refuses,
thinking it unlikely that
a nobleman would keep his
word to a shop girl. She reveals
she has taken a job with
a fashionable dress shop in
Moscow.

(continued)

Scene 1: The Estate
Scene 1: The Estate
Scene 1: The Estate
Scene 2: The Estate
This scene is substantially the The scene begins as in the two most
Annenkov visits his mother’s estate The outline of this scene
recent versions. Then Elena
same. Polina rejects
remains the same, though
outside Moscow and quarrels
Orlova arrives with her mother, an
Annenkov, but more softly.
the characters are changed.
with her over her cruelty to her
impoverished noble-woman, to
Annenkov’s mother mocks
The cruelty of Annenkov’s
serfs. Annenkov reveals he has

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

Plot Outlines for the Four Main Versions of The Decembrists, Compared
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[No scene]

[No scene]

mother is emphasized, and
his political views and
moral outrage are
sharpened. Polina still
rejects Annenkov’s
advances, but her role is
much smaller. Ignoring his
entreaties, she says only
that she has come on
business and brushes past
him. Annenkov’s mother
mocks him. The messenger
arrives with his orders. The
scene now concludes with
a postman singing
a mournful ballad.

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

fallen in love and is horrified
when his mother, discovering
the woman is without means,
counsels him to take her as
mistress rather than wife. Polina
arrives with dresses for the
mother. Annenkov pleads with
her, but she coldly pretends not
to know him. Realizing Polina is
the object of Annenkov’s
affections, his mother mocks
him and gives him money to
exhaust his passions with the
gypsies, which he refuses. A
messenger arrives with orders to
return to the regiment, and
Annenkov gladly leaves.
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Scene 2: The Tavern
In a Tavern just off the
fairgrounds, the
Decembrists discuss the
need for revolution, under
cover of the gypsy chorus.
Annenkov enters, and they

him, and the messenger
arrives with his orders. The
postman’s song is removed
(Bestuzhev will sing it in
Scene 2).

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Appendix (continued)

(continued)

Scene 2: The Tavern
As before, the Decembrists meet to
discuss revolution. They conceal
themselves with the gypsy chorus
and by taking a private dining
room. Shchepin enters, and
they call him a dreamer.

ask for a loan. The mothers exit.
Shchepin pleads with Elena at
length. She does not hide her
love, but tearfully protests that she
is not his social equal. Shchepin’s
mother returns and, ascertaining
the situation, sends the Orlovas
away. She mocks her son and exits. Pestel’ arrives. They discuss
Russia’s future, Pestel’ arguing for
a republic, Shchepin for constitutional monarchy. Pestel’ sings
a visionary aria, then advises
Shchepin to go to Petersburg; the
time for action is near.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)
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Scene 3: The Fair
Scene 2: The Fair
Annenkov visits the fair in Penza, The genre-songs are
a colorful mass scene with
expanded to fill two large
overlapping choral genrechoral numbers, while the
songs and humorous vignettes.
vignettes are excised.
Against this background,
Between the choral

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

Scene 3: The Fair
The opening choral number, while
still substantial, is shortened, and
the chorus lyrics are now more
explicitly political, allegorizing
the masses’ desire for freedom.

Scene 3: The Fair
For historical accuracy, the
fair is now moved to Tver’.
It opens with a single,
massive choral number
comprising four

(continued)

Trubetskoi now says only that
they must decide whether to
begin the revolution in the
North or South. Bestuzhev
brings his news, and declares
that the time for revolution is
upon them. United with Pestel’,
they cannot fail. They decide to
leave, but Shchepin hangs back,
now hoping to find Elena. The
Decembrists sing ‘‘Comrade,
Believe!’’ To one side,
Rostovtsev vows to report them.
Bestuzhev sings the postman’s
song.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

are surprised but glad to
see him. They tease him for
his dreamy romanticism,
and Trubetskoi mentions
they are headed to Kiev to
confer with Pestel’.
Bestuzhev arrives and
informs them of Aleksandr
I’s death. The time for
revolution has come. They
decide to go to Petersburg.
Annenkov hangs back to
dream of Polina, but
promises to follow soon.
Nearby, Rostovtsev has
overheard and vows to warn
the new tsar. Bestuzhev
sings the postman’s song.

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Appendix (continued)
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numbers, Annenkov, without his servant, plays cards.
This more politicized Annenkov expresses outrage
when one player places
serfs as a bet. He vows to
win and grant them, and by
extension Russia, freedom.
Annenkov encounters fellow Northern Society
member Iakubovich and
discusses revolution,
though Annenkov cannot
yet commit to regicide.
After the second choral
number and a night watchman’s song, Polina overhears the cardsharps
plotting. She sings an aria
of lost love. As before, she
saves Annenkov, but now
through a declaration of
love, rather than shrewd
sexual bargaining.

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

Annenkov, accompanied by
his servant, plays cards, loses
badly, and laments his broken
heart. Polina, at the fair on
business, overhears cardsharps
plotting against Annenkov.
She arranges to meet him and
offers her love if he promises
not to play cards again. He
agrees.
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overlapping choruses
singing invented ‘‘folk’’
songs. Annenkov no longer
plays cards, but enters from
the tavern. The police
arrive, announce the tsar’s
death, and close the fair.
The night watchman sings
his song, but Polina’s aria is
removed. Annenkov spots
Polina. When he
approaches, she freely
confesses her love.
Annenkov is overjoyed, but
laments that he must leave
immediately to join the
revolution. She accepts this
news sadly; the scene
concludes with a love duet.

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Appendix (continued)

(continued)

Exiting the tavern, Trubetskoi
now expresses his fear of the
masses’ revolutionary potential to
Iakubovich. The police close the
fair. Shchepin enters, actively
searching for Elena. She sees him
from afar, but he returns indoors.
She writes him a note and sends
a gypsy to deliver it. The night
watchman sings his song.
Shchepin returns with Elena’s
note. She explains she has run
away to be with him. The scene
ends as in the previous version.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)
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Scene 4: At Ryleev’s
The Decembrists meet and discuss
the next day’s actions. With more
sharply political lyrics, they

Scene 4: At Ryleev’s
Scene 4: At Ryleev’s
This scene exists only in
The Decembrists meet and
fragments, which suggest
discuss the next day’s
the same outline as before.
actions. Trubetskoi arrives

Scene 5: At Ryleev’s
The Northern Society meets at
Ryleev’s Petersburg home and
excitedly discusses the next

(continued)

[No scene]

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

[No scene]
Scene 3: The Annenkovs’
Annenkov broods as before,
interrupted by new
Northern Society members,
Kakhovskii and Bestuzhev,
bringing news of the
succession crisis. In an
expanded conversation,
they discuss the coming
revolution. Annenkov is
now fully committed.
Bestuzhev sings an
inspirational aria,
‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’ He
and Kakhovskii depart,
while Annenkov stays to
take leave of Polina, who
supports him, reminding
him that she is a daughter
of revolution.

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Scene 4: The Annenkovs’
At their new home in Moscow,
Annenkov and Polina are
happy, but he broods over
Russia’s political situation.
Two Northern Society
members arrive and inform
Annenkov Tsar Aleksandr has
died, Konstantin has
abdicated, and Nikolai will
become tsar. The time for
revolution has come. They
leave for Petersburg, and
Annenkov soon follows, with
Polina’s blessing.

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*
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[No scene]

[No scene]

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

day’s revolution. They resolve
to kill Nikolai, free the serfs,
and establish a republic,
electing Prince Trubetskoi
interim dictator. Rostovtsev
quails at this and announces
his intention to confess and
inform on the conspirators.
Undaunted, the others resolve
to proceed.
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[No scene]

with news of Konstantin’s
abdication. Hatred of
Nikolai fires their resolve;
they denounce him and
swear to bring freedom to
Russia. Rostovtsev appears,
uninvited, and announces
his intention to inform on
them. They resolve to
proceed, and Ryleev sings
a defiant aria. The
Decembrists elect
Trubetskoi dictator and
sing an idealistic chorus of
‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Appendix (continued)

(continued)

Scene 5: The Palace
Looking out to Senate Square,
Nikolai tries to summon the
courage to defend his throne. He
calls the Governor-General and
orders him to send the Metropolitan, but prepare the artillery.
Revealing his tyrannical side, he
declares he has the

promise to write a constitution
and defeat despotism. Trubetskoi
brings news of Konstantin’s
abdication. Iakubovich swears to
kill Nikolai. Rostovtsev’s vignette
plays out as before. Ryleev sings
a new inspirational aria, ‘‘Oh, My
Rus!’’ The Decembrists elect
Trubetskoi dictator and sing
‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’ together.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)
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Scene 6: Senate Square
Scene 5: Senate Square
The Decembrists’ regiments arrive,
The scene now focuses fully
singing a soldiers’ song. The crowd
on Senate Square. The
cheers them more actively. Tension
Decembrist regiments
mounts, and Annenkov and
arrive, cheered by workers
Bestuzhev share their reassuring
building St. Isaac’s
exchange. The crowd announces
Cathedral. They sing
the Metropolitan’s arrival and
a soldiers’ song and hold
shouts him down. Trubetskoi
their ground. As tension
appears to one side, sees the
builds, Annenkov and
crowd’s fervor, and flees. The
Bestuzhev exchange
Decembrists realize he has
reassuring words. The
abandoned them and panic, but
Metropolitan arrives, but is
Ryleev steadies them. The crowd
shouted down by the
announces Miloradovich has
crowd. The Decembrists
arrived and shouts him down. He
realize Trubetskoi is absent
argues with Kakhovskii and is shot.
and begin to panic, but
The crowd voices approval, then
Ryleev shores them up.

(continued)

revolutionaries in his hands,
thanks to Rostovtsev. Fear returns
at the thought that Pestel’ may
succeed in the South, but he
fights against it, intoning that
blood will flow.

[No scene]
Scene 6: Senate Square
The scene opens on Nikolai
standing before the palace,
receiving news that the
Decembrists are standing in
defiance on Senate Square.
Frightened, he confers with his
advisers. Briefly shifting to
Senate Square, first the
Metropolitan, then GovernorGeneral Miloradovich negotiates with the rebels. Both are
shouted down by a crowd of
workers, who vow loyalty only
to Konstantin. The rebels
realize Trubetskoi has failed to
appear, and are left in confusion. Miloradovich provokes

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*
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Scene 7: The Interrogation
Nikolai interrogates Annenkov in
the palace, reminding him of
Tsar Aleksandr’s leniency
toward him and his poor
repayment of it. Annenkov
refuses to implicate others or
forswear his ideals. Nikolai
promises he will rot in prison.

[No scene]

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*

an argument, and Kakhovskii
shoots him. The scene shifts
back to Nikolai. His artillery
has arrived, and he orders
them to shoot.
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[No scene]

Miloradovich arrives and is
also shouted down by the
crowd. He argues with
Kakhovskii and is shot. The
crowd announces the
artillery’s arrival. They fire.
The Decembrists mount
a brief counter-attack but
are defeated. Lukin staggers to center stage for his
swansong. Alone on the
emptied square, Ryleev
sings his final aria, ‘‘It’s All
Over!’’

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Appendix (continued)

[No scene]

(continued)

reacts in fear as the artillery arrives,
urging them not to shoot their
brothers-in-arms. In an expanded
symphonic interlude, the artillery
fires, followed by the first counterattack, a second barrage, a second
counter-attack, a third barrage, and
a third, weaker counter-attack. Defeated, the Decembrists scatter.
Lukin sings his swansong. In place
of Ryleev’s aria, the crowd sings
a brief lament offstage.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)
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(continued)

Scene 7: Masquerade-Ball
Scene 6: Masquerade-Ball
This scene proceeds as before, with
At a palace ball, against
Polina and Annenkov now called
a mazurka, waltz, and
Elena and Shchepin.
polonaise, Polina arrives.
She approaches Annenkov’s
mother, only to find she has
disowned her son. Entirely
alone, Polina approaches
Nikolai, but is interrupted
by an aide with news of the
southern revolt and the high
court’s sentence against the
Decembrists. Nikolai
returns and, turning on his
charm, asks what he can do
for Polina. She begs
permission to follow
Annenkov into exile.
Nikolai grants it,
threatening that the frost
will destroy her beauty and
she may never return. Polina
thanks him joyfully and
departs.

Scene ?: Masquerade-Ball
This scene exists only as
sketches of a waltz and
polonaise, without text.

[No scene]

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*
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[No scene]

[No scene]

Scene 7: The Fortress
Scene ?: The Fortress
Scene 8: The Fortress
Sergeich sings of his soldier
This scene exists only in
With Annenkov imprisoned,
days. Annenkov laments
fragments. The surly guard
Polina rushes from Moscow to
that he has heard nothing
is replaced by kindly
see him. She begs, then bribes
from Polina, and Bestuzhev
Sergeich, who sings of his
a surly prison guard to let her
tries to cheer him. He sees
soldier days. Polina’s entry
in, and she and Annenkov

[No scene]

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
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Scene 9: The Fortress
Sergeich sings of his soldier days.
Shchepin and Bestuzhev are
brought into the prison yard.
Bestuzhev exults in the fresh air,
but Shchepin, in a slight revision,

Scene 8: The Prison Cell
Ryleev sings his mournful aria, ‘‘It’s
All Over!’’ The lyrics are
partially altered (taken from his
original aria in Scene 4 of the
1951 score), to create a more
resolute tone. Offstage, the
executioner summons the
Decembrist leaders one by one
to face their fate. When Ryleev is
called, he declares himself
ready. Pestel’ is called next, and
Ryleev rushes past the guard to
embrace him. Pestel’ sings an
elegiac aria affirming their
deeds will live on. Ryleev joins
him for a final chorus of
‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

t h e j ou r na l o f m u s i c o l o g y

meet in tearful reunion. She
informs him she has given
birth to a child, and has
resolved to follow him to
Siberia. He is awed by her selfsacrifice.

is not sketched, nor is her
child mentioned. Instead,
she and Annenkov sing
a love duet. Sergeich then
sings a ballad narrating the
execution of the
Decembrist leaders. Finally,
the exiles set out for
Siberia. A crowd of
onlookers laments their
suffering, and the
Decembrists reprise
‘‘Comrade, Believe!’’

Tolstoi and Shchegolev’s 1925 Shaporin’s 1930s Manuscript
Libretto
Score (Incomplete Draft)*
Sergeich and asks if he is
happy to be free. Sergeich
replies that he, too, lives
in the prison, then
intones his ballad of the
Decembrist leaders’
execution. Bestuzhev
mourns them. Sergeich
says they will soon leave
for Siberia. Polina arrives
and begs admission.
Sergeich lets her in.
Reunited, she and
Annenkov sing a joyful
duet. She promises to
follow him into exile; he is
awed by her sacrifice.
They bid each other
farewell. As the
Decembrists depart, the
crowd laments their
suffering, and Bestuzhev
predicts their deeds will
inspire future generations.

Shaporin’s 1951 Manuscript
Score (Complete Draft)
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laments that he and Elena may
never see each other again.
Bestuzhev comforts him; his
exchange with Sergeich is
unchanged. Sergeich sings his
ballad of the Decembrist leaders’
execution. Bestuzhev mourns his
lost friends, and Sergeich says
they will leave for Siberia that day.
Elena arrives; her reunion with
Shchepin proceeds as before. The
scene ends with their farewell.

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)
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[No scene]

[No scene]

[No scene]
Scene 9: Viaz’ma
Polina travels to Viaz’ma, where
Nikolai is observing a military
parade, and begs his
permission to follow Annenkov
into exile. Complaining about
other Decembrist wives who
have done the same, Nikolai
disdainfully grants it. She
departs triumphantly.

[No scene]

Scene 10: The Siberian Road
The Decembrists depart for exile.
The crowd of onlookers laments
their suffering; Bestuzhev predicts
their deeds will live on. The
chorus of Decembrists joins him
to extend his thoughts. They are
answered by a final chorus sung by
the crowd, confirming they will be
remembered as the first to rebel
against the tsar.

[No scene]

Shaporin’s 1953 Published
Score (Final Version)

*In the interest of clarity, in the body of the article I do not discuss the 1925 libretto separately from the 1930s manuscript score. My analysis is based
on the score whenever possible, drawing on the libretto as necessary to fill in gaps.

[No scene]
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ABSTRACT
In 1925, when Soviet composer Iurii Shaporin began writing his first
opera, Polina Gebl’, about the Decembrist Ivan Annenkov and the French
emigrée shopgirl who followed him into exile, he had no idea how
tumultuous its journey would be. It took twenty-eight years and countless
revisions for the opera to gain official approval. When it finally premiered at the Bolshoi Theater in 1953, with the title The Decembrists, the
love story had been backgrounded and the historical plot line vastly
expanded; scenes, characters, and arias had been added, dropped, or
altered; and Polina herself had been written out entirely.
The negotiated process by which Polina became The Decembrists
reveals much about the evolving relationship between music and power
in the Soviet Union, especially in the high-stakes realm of Socialist Realist
opera, in which a suitable exemplar had yet to be produced. Amidst the
pressures of the late-Stalinist state’s assault on the creative intelligentsia,
and in the wake of major opera scandals in the 1930s and 1940s, the
Bolshoi Theater saw in Shaporin’s work an ideal candidate to fill this
void: a historical opera with an unimpeachable subject, the Decembrist
Revolution, understood as the foundation point of the revolutionary
legacy to which the Bolsheviks laid claim. This article analyzes the intense
negotiations among Shaporin, the Bolshoi and its consultants, and official censors to ensure The Decembrists’ historical accuracy, which they
believed would guarantee its acceptance. Yet, as the article demonstrates,
while Soviet musical authorities upheld ‘‘historical truth’’ as their standard, in the end the Socialist Realist ideal of ‘‘artistic truth’’ was far more
important for The Decembrists’ success.
Keywords: censorship, Socialist Realism, Soviet opera, Soviet Union,
Stalinism
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